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Abstract

This thesis explores the conceptual design process of complex hydromechanical
transmissions for mobile working machines. Efficient methods for design opti-
misation and controller development are presented to support the final concept
selection.

In the endeavour to develop new fuel-efficient driveline solutions for con-
struction machines and off-road equipment new complex hydromechanical
transmission concepts are being investigated. This pursuit is driven by stricter
emission legislation, high fuel prices and a desire for a greener image both for
customers and manufacturers. The trend towards more complex transmission
architectures increases the need for more sophisticated product development
methods. Complex multiple-mode transmissions are difficult to design and
prototype and can be realised in a great number of architectures. By intro-
ducing a secondary energy storage in the machine the design space expands
further for both hardware and software. There is accordingly a need for more
reliable concept assessment in early design stages and the possibility to support
concurrent engineering throughout the development process.

Previous research on the design and development of hydromechanical trans-
missions has been limited to analysis of fixed concept designs or design opti-
misation using very simple performance indicators. Existing methodologies for
electrified on-road vehicles are not suitable for off-road working machines with
hydromechanical transmissions and hydraulic energy storage.

The proposed conceptual design process uses detailed quasi-static simula-
tion models and targets to optimise the fuel efficiency of the specific machine
specifications and operations. It is also shown how high-speed dynamic simula-
tions can be used for controller development and hardware-in-the-loop simula-
tions to support an efficient product design process. The methods are demon-
strated for typical use cases targeting new transmission development for con-
struction machines. Software control development is also treated using control
optimisation and real-time simulation. Finally a novel hybrid hydromechanical
motion system is presented for which an efficient design process is crucial to its
end performance.
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Populärvetenskaplig
Sammanfattning

I denna avhandling presenteras nya metoder för utveckling av energieffektiva
transmissioner för tunga arbetsfordon och entreprenadmaskiner. Genom att
kombinera numerisk optimering av hårdvara och mjukvara tillsammans med
detaljerade simuleringar av maskinens bränsleförbrukning kan designprocessen
göras mer effektiv.

Idag finns det en trend mot utveckling av nya energieffektiva hydraul-
mekaniska transmissioner och hybridisering av mobila arbetsfordon som
exempelvis hjullastare, skogsmaskiner och jordbrukstraktorer. Motiven är
bland annat höga bränslekostnader, hårdare lagstiftning på utsläpp och
företagens önskan om en grönare profil. En hydraulmekanisk transmission
kombinerar hydraulisk och mekanisk effektöverföring och har kontinuerligt
varierbar utväxling som möjliggör en effektivare framdrivning.

När komplexiteten på transmissionen ökar behövs mer moderna produkt-
utvecklingsmetoder. En flerväxlad hydraulmekanisk transmission kan göras i
väldigt många utföranden och för hybridfordon med ett extra energilager blir
det än mer komplicerat att välja rätt design.

Metoderna som har använts i denna avhandling optimerar utförandet
på transmissionen genom att simulera maskinen under typiska arbetscykler
och välja den bästa designen ur bränslesynpunkt. Vidare visas hur man
mer noggrant kan utvärdera olika koncept genom att simulera delar av
transmissionen och låta modellerna interagera i realtid med fysiska tester.
På detta sätt går det att få mer kunskap tidigt i produktutvecklingsprocessen
och därmed undvika att behöva bygga kostsamma prototyper.

Slutligen presenteras ett helt nytt innovativt hybridkoncept för hjullastare
med hög potential för bränslebesparingar. Designmetodiken för konceptet visar
sig vara av avgörande betydelse för dess slutliga prestanda.
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1
Introduction

The off-road industry today faces the challenge of developing machines faster
than ever before, with higher customer demands and stricter regulations on
emissions, noise levels, functional safety and design standards. This needs to
be done with a continuously changing supplier base handling component tech-
nologies with rapid changes in performance and cost. Driveline development in
particular is also facing a technology shift where the conventional mechanic/hy-
drodynamic solutions are being replaced with more advanced high-efficiency
driveline configurations.

The design process of new drivelines usually include an early conceptual
design phase where the main system configuration is decided. During this
process, numerous concepts are explored and evaluated based on the system
requirements, technology risks, development costs, machine integration aspects,
etc. The target is to define the system architecture and subsystems to set the
scope for the upcoming detailed development phase. The off-road industry has
traditionally relied on heuristic design principles and a high degree of functional
prototyping to develop new drivelines. With increased computational power
and modern software tools, the concept decision relies today more and more
on simulation to predict the performance of the studied concepts. This in turn
has been an enabler for set-based engineering, where several concepts can be
kept under consideration during a long period without radically increasing the
engineering effort. The purpose is to gain as much knowledge of the design
space as possible before ‘freezing’ the design. This way, early decisions with
high impact on cost can be avoided, see Fig. 1.1.
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Conceptual Design of Complex Hydromechanical Transmissions

Figure 1.1 Cost, available knowledge and design freedom, adapted from [1].

When developing a new driveline with the main purpose of reducing fuel
consumption and gas emissions, energy efficiency becomes one of the key per-
formance indicators. In early phases, static/dynamic simulations are normally
used in an attempt to predict the energy efficiency of the considered concepts
as a basis for concept selection. A major problem, however, lies in the com-
plexity of the transmission design. Complex hydromechanical transmissions
with multiple modes contain a large number of components and setting the
appropriate design parameters is not an evident task. Different designs have a
strong impact on the concepts’ performance. For a fair comparison a relevant
design must be selected for each concept, otherwise a concept might be mis-
takenly underestimated and rejected. The control of the driveline is also an
important aspect for the concept evaluation. Different control decisions such as
mode selection and engine operation can have varying effects on the perform-
ance of different concepts. A relevant control strategy must therefore also be
developed individually for each considered concept. This is in particular true
for hybrid drivelines, where the control of the energy level in the additional
energy storage is another degree of freedom in the control strategy. Depending
on the chosen strategy, one concept can have completely different performance
and thus scoring in the concept comparison.

The above-mentioned aspects make an early phase concept comparison a
tedious process since the mechatronic design engineer is required to perform
detailed design work for each concept in order to get reliable results even when
using relatively simple simulation models. In this respect, simulation-based
design optimisation can be a powerful tool to reduce manual design tasks and
increase the knowledge gained in early phases.

While a preliminary concept selection may be based on relatively simple
simulation models, more detailed knowledge of the system dynamics is required
to gain further insights on the performance of the concept. One critical aspect
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Introduction

in particular is the shifting process for multiple-mode hydromechanical trans-
missions in which the hydraulic pump/motor dynamics interact with the mech-
anical components. This type of simulation-based analysis is normally more
difficult to automate for a large number of concepts and is more dependent
on engineering judgement. Hardware-in-the-Loop simulation is a powerful tool
to further decrease the need for transmission prototyping and vehicle testing.
Parts of the system can then be tested and other parts of the system simulated.
By having the simulation models interact with hardware subsystems in real-
time, a more realistic test case is achieved. Furthermore, the test environment
can be more flexible since it is easier to alter a simulation model than a hard-
ware installation. This allows the design process to consider more concepts
also during late phases in the conceptual design process without the need for
physical prototyping.

1.1 Objectives

The main objective of this thesis is to increase efficiency in the conceptual
design process of hydromechanical transmissions. Another objective is to sup-
port a set-based engineering approach throughout the design process to reduce
the risk of unnecessary design iterations. The work targets preliminary sizing,
detailed dynamic simulations and simulation-aided testing of hydromechanical
transmissions. More specifically, the following research questions are formu-
lated:
RQ1: How can optimisation be used in the design of complex hydromechanical

transmission concepts in early product development phases?
RQ2: How can the energy management strategy be treated in the design

optimisation of hydraulic hybrid working machines?
RQ3: How can critical dynamic properties of hydromechanical transmissions

be efficiently tested and assessed before a concept selection?

1.2 Contributions

In summary, the scope of this thesis comprises new methods for an improved
product design process of complex hydromechanical transmissions. The specific
contributions are:

• Methods for preliminary design optimisation with the focus on energy
efficiency.

• Demonstration of design strategies combining energy management and
design optimisation in hydraulic hybrid machines.

3
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• An analysis of the mode shifting control aspects and a classification of
mode shifts for hydromechanical transmissions.

• A simulation platform for high-speed dynamic simulation of hydro-
mechanical transmissions.

• A modular Hardware-in-the-Loop test rig suitable for concept assessment
and reuse of offline simulation models.

• A novel hybrid hydromechanical system concept for wheel loaders with
shared energy storage between the machine subsystems.

The focus application was wheel loaders, which is a suitable example that is
reused throughout the thesis. The methods, however, also apply to other mo-
bile working machines found in for instance agriculture, forestry and material
handling where hydromechanical transmissions are valid driveline solutions.
The methods may well also be fully or partly applicable for a wider range of
driveline design applications.

1.3 Thesis Outline

The second and third chapters constitute the frame of reference for the thesis
with the purpose of setting the contributions in perspective from the current
state of knowledge in the area. The second chapter introduces the area of hydro-
mechanical transmissions with the focus on transmission architectures, which
is the main target for an early concept selection. The current state-of-the-art in
industry is also summarised. The third chapter presents the conceptual design
process on a high level and relates the activities to previous research in the
areas. Chapters four and five summarise the main contributions of the thesis.
In chapter four, the methodology of design optimisation of hydromechanical
transmissions is introduced and demonstrated for two use cases - one multiple-
mode power-split concept and one parallel hybrid concept. In chapter five,
dynamic simulation and testing are demonstrated with the use of high-speed
simulation software and a Hardware-in-the-Loop test rig. In chapter six, a
new hydromechanical hybrid motion system is shown and discussed in terms of
design challenges. Chapters seven and eight respectively contain a discussion
and conclusions and chapter nine provides brief review of the appended papers.

4



2
Hydromechanical

Transmissions

This section gives an overview of the classification and typical applications
for Hydromechanical Transmissions (HMTs) with the focus on mobile work-
ing machines, where they are typically found. HMTs can be characterised
as transmissions that transfer power both hydraulically and mechanically. In
contrast to passenger cars and commercial vehicles normally equipped with
stepped gearboxes, mobile working machines often require a continuously vari-
able or at least a narrowly stepped torque/speed conversion range for good
operability. This can be done with a hydraulic power transformation where
a variable torque/speed ratio is achieved through the control of pump/motor
displacements. By combining a hydrostatic power transformation with mech-
anical gears and clutches a wide torque/speed conversion range can be realised
in a relatively simple configuration.

2.1 Classification

2.1.1 Single-mode Transmissions

Single-mode HMTs can be categorised as series or parallel configurations, see
Fig. 2.1. In a series hydrostatic configuration all power is transferred hy-
draulically and mechanically in series. The parallel power-split configuration
divides the power into a mechanical branch and a hydrostatic branch connec-
ted in parallel. The summation/split of power between the hydraulic variator,
i.e. the pump and motor assembly, and the mechanical shaft is accomplished
by using one or several planetary gears. Since part of the power is always
transferred mechanically, the power losses are often smaller than for a Hydro-
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Figure 2.1 A classification of the basic hydromechanical configurations.

static Transmission (HST). Depending on the connection of the planetary gear,
the configuration is classified either as input-coupled (output-split) or output-
coupled (input-split). Six different input-coupled respectively output-coupled
configurations can be achieved by connecting the planetary gear and variator
differently [2]. Transmissions where none of the variator shafts are directly
connected to the transmission input or output shafts may be obtained by using
two planetary gears. They are referred to as compound power-split.

The inherited kinematic properties of the planetary gear result in various
power flows for a power-split transmission. Depending on operating point, the
power from the mechanical and hydraulic branches are either summarised or
recirculated. The recirculating power flows are normally defined as ‘negative
circulating’ or ‘positive circulating’ power depending on the direction of the
power flow through the variator [3]. The different power flows of power-split
configurations have a great impact on the sizing of the variator and the trans-
mission efficiency and should be carefully considered in the choice of design
and configuration [4].

2.1.2 Multiple-mode Transmissions

In high-power applications, single-mode transmissions are often not enough to
meet the high tractive force requirements. Instead, clutches can be introduced
to activate new gear ratios and thereby achieve a wider torque/speed ratio
range. This is classified as a multiple-mode transmission and can be charac-
terised as a combination of several single-mode configurations. When shifting
between modes, control of the hydraulic variator is adjusted to the new mech-
anical configuration. The instantaneous change in operating conditions for the
variator depends on the mode configurations involved. This is further detailed
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in paper [V]. In general, the functionality of each multiple-mode concept can
be described by listing the mode configurations in the concept. Naturally, the
number of possible multiple-mode concepts increases logarithmically with the
number of modes. Not all combinations are functionally meaningful. Never-
theless, the variety of possible concepts is very large already for two modes and
above.

A common principle of a multiple-mode HMT is to design the mode config-
urations to have synchronised clutch speeds during mode shifting. As an effect,
less or no clutch slippage is required to maintain a machine’s tractive force dur-
ing the mode shift. As one mode increases the total speed ratio with increased
variator speed ratio, the next mode increases the speed ratio by decreasing
the variator speed ratio [3]. By using many modes, the torque/speed ratio
range of the transmission can be increased and the requirements concerning
the displacement machines are reduced. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.2.

Figure 2.2 A general representation of a multiple-mode HMT with an arbit-
rary number of modes, adapted from [3].

With more modes less power is also transferred hydraulically, resulting in
higher energy efficiency. Selecting the number of modes is therefore not only a
question of the required torque/speed conversion range. Typical multiple-mode
configurations are combinations of a series of input-coupled configurations, such
as in [5, 6]. This architecture can also be combined with a hydrostatic first
mode to achieve a smooth transition between forward and reverse motion [7].
Another common architecture is the combination of an output-coupled start
mode with a series of compound power-split modes, as in [8, 9].

7
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2.1.3 Hydraulic Hybrid Drivelines

Hydraulic hybrid drivelines are also considered within the scope of complex
HMTs. A hybrid vehicle is usually defined as a vehicle with two distinct sources
of energy whereof at least one is reversible. A hydraulic hybrid transmission
consequently corresponds to a transmission where one of the energy sources is
a hydraulic accumulator, whereas the other is usually an Internal Combustion
Engine (ICE). The reversible power transfer is normally done with the use of a
hydraulic machine working as a pump when charging the accumulator and as
a motor during discharging. Hybrid driveline topologies are typically classified
into three categories depending on the connection of the energy storage, see
Fig. 2.3.

(a) Parallel hybrid. (b) Series hybrid. (c) Complex hybrid.

Figure 2.3 Representation of the generally defined hybrid topologies shown
in open-circuit configurations.

The parallel hybrid configuration is typically considered to be an add-on
system to improve a conventional mechanical transmission by adding an energy
recovery system. This configuration can therefore be seen as a relatively small
development step since the main driveline can be kept unaltered. Depending on
the machine application and the mechanical transmission the energy storage
can be placed closer to the engine or the load, which would give different
advantages in terms of brake energy recovery and engine load levelling. The
series hybrid configuration corresponds to a hydrostatic transmission with an
energy storage added to the hydraulic circuit. This can be accomplished in an
open circuit, often classified as a secondary controlled transmission [10], with a
dedicated high-pressure side and an over-centre controllable pump/motor unit.
Closed-circuit configuration would require directional valves in the accumulator
connection since high- and low-pressure sides switch depending on the load,
see for instance [11]. With a series hybrid there is more potential to optimise
the engine operating points since the load side is fully decoupled from the
engine. The complex hybrid typically corresponds to a hybridised power-split
transmission and has similar properties to a series hybrid but with added power-
split benefits.

An exact definition of the architectures may be more difficult when consid-
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ering multiple modes and more complex integrated motion systems. By using
clutches, one hybrid driveline configuration can belong to several of the above
categories depending on which mode is activated, see for instance [12]. For
mobile working machines with several power consumers besides the driveline,
a clear definition may also be a challenge. Filla [13] makes an attempt to
classify hybrid topologies for wheel loaders which have two clearly identified
subsystems - driveline and work functions.

2.2 State-of-the-Art

Since the torque converter made its breakthrough in the 1940s this, in combina-
tion with a powershift gearbox, has been a dominant transmission architecture
for heavy mobile working machines. The main reason for this is its low cost
and robust design with high reliability and well-known behaviour. The market
presence of HMT concepts depend mostly on the power range of the machines.

2.2.1 Hydrostatic Transmissions

Single-mode hydrostatic transmission concepts are common in smaller power
range machines (<60 kW), such as compact wheel loaders, telehandlers, reach
stackers, skid steer loaders and forklift trucks [14]. In these applications, rel-
atively small pumps and motors can be sufficient to meet the requirements on
torque/speed conversion range without the need for a multiple-speed transmis-
sion. The HST with a two-speed mechanical transmission is commonly seen
in machines up to around 100 kW. This is a way to reach a higher maximum
machine speed without dramatically increasing the cost and complexity of the
transmission.

The two-motor transmission was introduced in the 1990s [15] and is based
on two sequentially controlled hydrostatic motors where one is disconnected by
a clutch at higher speeds. This is a suitable hydrostatic concept for higher-
powered applications up to around 150 kW and is today on the market as
a competitor to hydrodynamic powershift transmissions [16, 17]. To reach
even higher power levels a summation gearbox with additional gear ratios and
clutches can be introduced [18]. Rydberg [19] gives a comprehensive overview
of the basic hydrostatic transmission concepts and their main properties.

More recently, concepts of partially continuously variable hydrostatic trans-
missions have also emerged [20]. With this principle, a hydrostatic transmission
is used for low speeds and stepped gear stages are used for higher speeds, where
a continuously variable torque/speed ratio is not crucial. The idea is to improve
transmission efficiency at high speeds and to reduce the need for large pumps
and motors. The disadvantage is the loss of installation flexibility depending
on the machine application in question.
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2.2.2 Power-split Transmissions

Multiple-mode power-split HMTs were not extensively used in the off-road
markets until the mid-1990s when Fendt launched the ‘Vario’ transmission
for agricultural tractors [21]. Several manufacturers followed, [6, 22, 23], and
multiple-mode HMTs are today state-of-the-art [24]. The main reasons for the
new development were the increased maturity of hydraulic pumps and motors
in combination with the high complexity of the conventional stepped transmis-
sions required to satisfy increased demands concerning operability [25]. From
2010 the technology was also introduced in other off-road applications such as
construction machines, forestry machines and material handling equipment [9,
26, 27]. One common focus application is wheel loaders, where reduced fuel
consumption is the main driver behind the development [8, 28, 29]. The fuel
savings that can be made give an attractive customer payback time for the in-
creased cost compared to transmissions based on torque converters. Large fuel
efficiency improvements are found in operating cycles with low speeds under
heavy loads where the torque converter has poor efficiency. The typical bench-
mark is earth-moving in a short loading cycle. During transportation, where
the torque converter normally has the lock-up engaged, the main fuel savings
of the power-split technology come from improved engine operation.

2.2.3 Hydraulic Hybrid Concepts

Pourmovahed [30] gives an overview of the early development of hydraulic hy-
bridisation of drivelines that have engendered a large number of patents and
research publications after the 1970s energy crisis. Matheson and Stecki [31]
provide an updated view focusing on automotive applications. Since then, there
has been a minor breakthrough into the market for refuse trucks and shuttle
buses, see for instance [32, 33, 34]. These applications typically drive with
many start and stop operations and by enabling brake energy recovery sub-
stantial fuel savings can be made. Both parallel and series hybrids seem viable
in this application where the high-power and robust properties of hydraulic
components are suitable for hybridisation [11, 35]. In particular the work from
the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) points in this direction [36].
Attempts have also been made recently to launch hydraulic hybrid concepts
in passenger cars [37, 38, 39] where it is claimed to be a cost-effective way of
reducing emissions and fuel consumption.

In the area of off-road machines, a few showcased driveline concepts have
been demonstrated, see for instance [40]. There is, however, no lack of interest
from academia, where a number of concepts have been investigated, e.g. [41,
42, 43, 44]. Serrao et al. [45] show a series hybrid architecture to replace a con-
ventional hydrostatic transmission demonstrated on a telehandler application.
In this concept it is also possible to connect the boom function to the energy
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storage in order to capture potential energy. The fact that mobile working
machines have additional power consumers that need to be considered in the
hybrid system design is stressed in [13] and also emphasised in [46]. In [47] a
hybrid motion system is proposed for wheel loaders based on hydraulic trans-
formers. Massive fuel savings were reported mainly relating to the decoupling
of engine, driveline and work functions, eliminating the losses from parallel op-
erations and enabling improved engine management. Another fully integrated
hybrid concept for wheel loaders was proposed by the author in paper [VI].
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3
Conceptual Design

Process

This chapter describes the conceptual design process on a high level and aims
to also describe the research field within each phase to put the thesis contribu-
tions in perspective. Conceptual design corresponds to the early phase in the
beginning of a project where a number concepts are studied and evaluated with
respect to the high-level product requirements. In the INCOSE handbook [48]
the activities in the ‘Concept Stage’ are described:

During the Concept Stage, the team begins in-depth studies that
evaluate multiple candidate concepts and eventually provide a sub-
stantiated justification for the system concept that is selected. As
part of this evaluation mockups may be built (for hardware) or coded
(for software), engineering models and simulations may be executed,
and prototypes of critical components may be built and tested.

In the NASA System Engineering Handbook [49] it is defined in two phases,
‘Pre-phase A Concept Studies’ and ‘Phase A Concept and Technology Devel-
opment’:

In Pre-Phase A, the SE engine is used to develop the initial
concepts; develop a preliminary/draft set of key high-level require-
ments; realize these concepts through modeling, mockups, simula-
tion, or other means; and verify and validate that these concepts
and products would be able to meet the key high-level requirements.

Hubka and Eder [50] defines the phases ‘Conceptualizing’ and ‘Conceptual
Design’ , in which similar activities take place. The conceptual design phase is
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finalised with a final concept selection which is taken through to the detailed
design stage in the product development process. This milestone is often called
‘Concept gate’ or ‘Concept Approval’ [51].

The conceptual design process presented here is intended to emphasise the
important activities for the design of complex HMTs. An important objective
is to maintain a set-based design approach throughout the process, where the
number of considered concepts is gradually reduced after each phase. Import-
ant engineering tools for this purpose are modelling, simulation and numerical
optimisation. Figure 3.1 shows the considered conceptual design process for
HMTs.

Figure 3.1 An iterative conceptual design process for drivelines with a focus
on set-based engineering.

The process is here described with a focus on the relevant literature whereas
the main contributions of the thesis are described in chapters 4 and 5. The
descriptions are made from a transmission perspective, but can also apply to
the design of a complete driveline or motion system.

3.1 Concept Generation

In the initial phase a great many possible concepts are generated based on input
requirements. These can typically be described graphically with transmission
layouts or simple descriptions. The focus is on the feasibility of realisation
and can consider high-level aspects such as technology domains, machine con-
straints and intellectual property. Some studies can be found on the topic of
‘topology optimisation’, i.e. optimising the choice of configuration by math-
ematically describing the mechanical linking as design parameters [52, 53].
A first ‘mechanical feasibility check’ is then needed to exclude the physically
meaningless concepts. The concept of topology optimisation has also been well
explored for stepped mechanical/hydrodynamic transmissions where more ad-
vanced methods have been applied [54]. More general methods also exist as
regards concept generation techniques in product development, such as [55].
This topic, however, is not further explored in this thesis.
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3.2 Preliminary Sizing

The preliminary sizing is here considered to be the sizing of key components
in the transmission. Typical design parameters are gear ratios and maximum
displacements of pumps/motors, but can also include machine parameters such
as engine torque curve, axle ratio and size of energy storage. The preliminary
sizing is done to evaluate the capabilities of a concept to serve as an input to
the first concept selection.

Traditionally, the design is done with static models in order to derive a
maximum force-speed diagram of the considered concept and compare this to
requirements. See for instance the sizing methods proposed in [56] and [57].
This is in particular useful for smaller machines based on sourced driveline
components and with fewer modes and less design freedom. Other common
performance indicators can be static speed-efficiency diagrams, as in the com-
parisons made in [58, 59], and high-level component cost estimations, as shown
in [60].

When developing a new driveline with the main purpose to reduce fuel con-
sumption, the energy efficiency becomes one of the key performance indicators
and the main focus in this work. This is primarily evaluated using modelling
and simulation as described in the upcoming sections.

3.2.1 Modelling

Several studies have been presented with the focus on modelling energy effi-
ciency of HMTs. Casoli et al. [61] present a simulation framework based on
static torque and speed relationships and a simple vehicle environment. Erkkilä
[62] derives similar static models for deriving torque/speed diagrams of differ-
ent power-split configurations. Mikeska and Ivantysynova [63] present a Matlab
toolbox specifically designed for simulation of hydromechanical power-split
transmissions using models with a similar detail level to the above-mentioned
studies. In these studies the main focus lies on modelling the torque and
flow losses of the pumps/motors, which are often stated to represent the main
power losses of the transmission. Kohmäscher [64] advocates even more ad-
vanced power loss models also for the mechanical components, such as gears,
seals and bearings. This, however, would apply more to the later stages of the
design process.

Substantial work has previously been done on modelling pump/motor power
losses over the years, where both physical, empirical and analytical models have
been used. A comprehensive overview and comparison is presented in [65], in
which the POLYMOD method described in [66] is recommended.
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3.2.2 Simulation

In the literature, a widely used simulation principle for the preliminary sizing
is quasi-static backward-facing simulation [67]. The principle is based on a
pre-defined drive cycle that is prescribed to the vehicle power output, see Fig.
3.2.

Figure 3.2 Principle of backward-facing vehicle simulation.

The required operation (e.g. torque and speed) of each component is then
sequentially calculated backwards in order to fulfil that cycle. The final step
in the calculation is commonly to summarise the power load on the engine
and derive the fuel consumption through a map of the Brake Specific Fuel
Consumption (BSFC). No driver model is thus needed and potentially a very
simple load model as well. This in particular can be useful in off-road working
machines with varying ground conditions and interaction with for instance a
gravel pile, which needs a relatively complex model to accurately predict the
wheel counterforce [68]. A pre-recorded cycle in terms of vehicle speed and
tractive force can be used instead.

The models are often based on static equations and efficiency maps, similar
to the detail level described in the previous section. The models are typically
simulated with few system states and with large time steps, which make the
execution time very short. This type of simulation is useful in the prelim-
inary sizing and selection since exactly the same performance is achieved in
every simulation [69]. Backward-facing simulations are therefore also ideal for
simulation-based design optimisation.

The main drawbacks are naturally that many dynamic properties are dis-
regarded which can be too great a simplification, as for instance when consid-
ering engine emissions with high dependency on transient loads [70]. Further-
more, the differences in dynamic performance of the considered concepts are
not shown in backward-facing simulation, which needs to be considered. For
instance, a hybrid transmission may have a low scoring when comparing fuel
efficiency even though additional benefits, such as power boost functionality,
exist. In [71] a method is proposed to partially overcome the drawbacks of
backward-facing simulation by using stable inversions of non-linear systems.
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3.3 Detailed Simulation

After a preliminary concept selection (funneling) based on backward-facing
simulation, more detailed dynamic simulations within several domains are re-
quired. One important area is one-dimensional powertrain simulation used for
a dynamic concept assessment and controller development. This simulation
principle is commonly referred to as forward-facing simulation, see Fig. 3.3.

Figure 3.3 Principle of forward-facing vehicle simulation.

A drive cycle in terms of vehicle speed is often used as a reference for
a driver model to track. For on-road vehicles, the load model is usually in
terms of a fixed vehicle mass subjected to gravitational force, aerodynamic
drag and rolling resistance. A driver model can in its simplest form be a
simple PI controller tracking a speed reference. For off-road working machines
with additional power consumers, the load and operator can be much more
complex to model [72]. The detail level of the component models is usually
higher than in backward-facing simulations and include fundamental dynamic
characteristics. For instance, a model of a hydrostatic transmission can be
expanded to consider control unit and swash plate dynamics, oil compressibility
and mechanical inertias, but without including detailed effects such as pressure
fluctuation due to the individual piston motions. In general forward-facing
simulation includes more system states and is conducted with small (variable)
time steps. The execution time is therefore also longer. With forward-facing
simulation, critical control aspects can be investigated and used for concept
scoring, such as mode shifting and pump/motor displacement control [73].

A great many commercially available software packages are available which
are capable of modelling HMTs, see [74] for a review. The main purpose and
origin of the different softwares differ, but the trend is to expand the simulation
capabilities to a wider range of technical domains and handle a full-vehicle
simulation, see for instance [75]. Also, the user is allowed to customize and
create models with self-developed user code to a greater extent. Examples of
studies using popular commercial softwares for detailed simulation of HMTs
are for instance [76, 77, 78].

Useful methods also exist to bridge the gap between forward-facing and
backward-facing simulations to achieve more modularity and the ability to
reuse models [79, 80]. Such frameworks, however, may be difficult to implement
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across different software platforms.

3.4 Hardware-in-the-Loop

After another concept selection, the few remaining candidates are interesting
to prototype and test in rig and/or machine. Usually this is not feasible within
a project’s limited time and budget and only one concept is carried through
to the prototyping phase. Hardware-in-the-Loop (HWIL) provides a ‘middle
way’ between pure simulation and full prototype tests and is suitable for test-
ing identified critical components of the transmission. The concept of HWIL
simulations relates to the idea of simulating parts of the system of interest
while other parts are physically tested. By having the simulation models inter-
act with hardware in real-time, a more realistic test case is achieved compared
to offline simulations. HWIL simulation may also refer to the testing of control
code and communication interface of a physical control unit (the hardware) in
a simulation environment, sometimes denoted ‘Controller-in-the-Loop’ . HWIL
will here be used as a collective term indicating simulations with real-time bi-
directional interaction of power-transferring hardware components. The em-
phasis on bi-directional interaction thus excludes (conventional) dynamometers
emulating for instance a road profile for a driveline test object.

Today, the use of HWIL simulation is rapidly growing and includes testing
of more subsystems in earlier phases. In fact, Fathy et al. [81] state that a
paradigm shift has occurred where HWIL simulation is transformed from a con-
troller prototyping tool into a method for system synthesis. A high amount of
power can be active in the simulation, which differentiates ‘Power-in-the-Loop’
from HWIL. In recent years the ‘-in-the-Loop’ terminology has expanded with
such terms as ‘engine-in-the-loop’ and ‘transmission-in-the-loop’ to emphasise
which component is being tested. In the development of multiple-mode HMTs
and hydraulic hybrids, system complexity and control effort are greater than
in conventional stepped transmissions. HWIL simulations are seen as a cost-
efficient way to be able to test a common critical subsystem for several different
concepts [82]. It might also be of interest to reuse the test set-up for different
vehicles or vehicle configurations.

A typical HWIL set-up in the literature is to test the full transmission
concept in hardware and emulate the engine and load side of the transmission.
The engine side can be controlled with electric motors controlled with variable-
frequency drives as in [83, 84]. In these studies the load side is emulated
with a throttle-controlled pump to generate a braking torque. For power-
split and hybrid concepts, however, four-quadrant operation is required for
the load side. This can be accomplished with two-mode control of an electric
motor/generator, as in [85, 86]. In [87], the engine and load side are instead
emulated with secondary controlled pumps/motors to enable four quadrant
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operation. With this set-up the transient dynamics at mode shifts can be
difficult to emulate, in which the load torque can almost instantaneously change
signs. A different approach is done in [88], where the load speed, instead of
torque, is controlled. In [85] it is argued that the load simulator needs to be
adapted to the causality of the test object, e.g. using load speed control when
testing a secondary controlled hybrid transmission. In effect, the rig controllers
may switch control strategies depending on the mode selection of a concept.

Already in 1993 an HWIL test rig was presented for hydrostatic trans-
missions where both engine and load side are emulated with valve-controlled
pumps/motors to enable four-quadrant operation [89]. Many studies have been
made in the same test rig over the years considering different HMTs [90, 91,
92, 93]. The modified test rig is also the basis for the work presented in this
thesis.
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4
Design

Optimisation

This chapter describes simulation-based design optimisation of HMT concepts
during the preliminary sizing phase. The definition of a concept is here limited
to the boundaries of which a transmission can be mathematically parametrised
in an efficient way. A modular multiple-mode transmission can for instance
be treated as one concept and the number of modes as a design parameter,
as described in section 4.2. The generalised methodology is first described
and related to previous work. Two use cases are then presented where the
methodology is applied.

4.1 Optimisation Methodology

This section describes the design optimisation methodology with the main ob-
jective to maximise the energy efficiency of the transmission. This process is
preferably iterated for all considered concepts in the preliminary sizing phase
and the results can then serve as a basis for a concept selection. Figure 4.1
shows the main principle of the simulation-based optimisation process. The in-
puts to the design process are the requirements and constraints of the transmis-
sion for the considered vehicle. The physical requirements might be expressed
with transmission-specific properties, such as torque/speed ratio range and
maximum torques and speeds or as machine requirements in terms of tractive
force and machine speed. Simple control constraints such as the positioning
of gear shift/mode shift speeds are also important to consider at this stage.
Further requirements can be expressed in terms of weight and costs if reliable
models can be derived. More abstract requirements, such as service life, noise
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Figure 4.1 The principle of simulation-based driveline design optimisation,
adapted from Krus [94].

level, manufacturing costs and control capabilities, may be difficult to model
and quantify at this stage since the detailed design is not set.

4.1.1 Objective Function

In the objective function, the requirements are quantified to constraints and an
objective function value. Many optimisation algorithms can handle constraints
automatically, otherwise constraints can be integrated in the objective value
as a penalty function. As discussed earlier, energy efficiency is here treated
as the main performance indicator for an early concept selection. A multi-
objective optimisation using Pareto optimality may also be suitable to take into
account the negative aspects of using many components and large displacement
machines, such as cost, size, weight, etc. This is shown in [95], where a multi-
objective optimisation is set up to maximise the average efficiency and minimise
the total installed hydraulic displacement of the HMT.

4.1.2 Optimisation Algorithm

The purpose of the optimisation algorithm is to automatically search the design
space for the best objective function value. Different algorithms are suitable
depending on the nature of the problem and the computational budget. Nu-
merical optimisation algorithms are normally divided into gradient-based and
non-gradient-based optimisation if the search relies on function derivatives. For
simulation-based design optimisation, a non-gradient based method is more
suitable. Population-based algorithms, such as Particle Swarm Optimisation
(PSO) and Genetic Algorithm (GA), have been used extensively in product
design research and are reliable to find the global optimum but are in general
computationally heavy. The numerical optimisation algorithm, however, is not
in focus in this work.

Throughout the thesis the Complex-RF algorithm is used for design op-
timisation. The Complex method was first presented by Box [96]. Briefly
explained, the algorithm generates a certain number of random points in the
design space and evaluates the function values. The worst point is then re-
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flected through the centroid of the other points and evaluated again until it is
no longer the worst point. The Complex-RF method is an extended version
where a randomisation factor and a forgetting factor are added to improve the
convergence to a global optimum [97].

4.1.3 Explicit Design Relations

The generated set of values for the design parameters are translated into system
parameters by using explicit design relations. In some cases the system para-
meters and the design parameters are the same and this step is then trivial. In
the general case, however, there exist many fixed relationships between para-
meters in the system which cannot be chosen independently from each other.
It is therefore appropriate to define a layer of design relations where relatively
few independent optimisation variables are expanded to the full set of system
parameters. In the given use case in section 4.2, for instance, the positioning of
a mode shift is a design parameter whereas the actual gear ratios are calculated
based on the kinematic relationships.

4.1.4 Controller

Depending on the complexity of the simulation model, control algorithms need
to be defined for the simulated driveline. When considering non-hybrid vehicles,
the driveline operation is more closely coupled to the vehicle motion. The driv-
eline can then be simulated with fewer states and control signals. In backward-
facing simulations, much of the controller design can be disregarded or defined
in advance, for example by using only a simple look-up table for engine op-
eration or by assuming constant engine speed [76, 98, 99]. When it comes to
hybrid vehicles, the assessment of fuel efficiency is a more difficult task since
the supervisory control of the secondary energy storage, the Energy Manage-
ment Strategy (EMS), plays an important role in the total fuel consumption.
In every instance a decision can be made on the split of power between primary
and secondary energy source, resulting in increasing or decreasing the State-
of-Charge (SOC).

A common methodology used in the literature to obtain the optimal EMS
for a drive cycle is deterministic Dynamic Programming (DP) [100], which
is able to guarantee a globally optimal solution for a pre-defined load cycle.
The sequential nature of the algorithm is powerful for deriving the optimal
control decisions in a discrete time series simulation. Since it requires complete
knowledge of the drive cycle in advance, the resulting strategy is only suitable
for offline analysis. The results from such optimisation are commonly used as a
comparison to a non-cycle-dependent optimal control strategy or simply to gain
knowledge about how to construct a manual EMS. Common principles based
on simple control laws, such as ‘if-then’ statements are collectively referred to
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as rule-based strategies. The rules can include decisions on which situations
to charge/discharge based on thresholds for engine and SOC. More advanced
versions include offline-defined maps and models. For certain applications, a
well-performing rule-based strategy is easier to implement online and might
adequately well-perform.

Another common principle is the Equivalent Consumption Minimisation
Strategy (ECMS) which takes instantaneous decisions on when to discharge
by modelling the expected future cost of charging and vice versa, see [101].
By adapting this model according to the studied application, it is possible to
achieve a ‘close-to-optimal’ EMS [102]. Other EMS principles are for instance
Neural Network (NN), Stochastic Dynamic Programming (SDP), Model Pre-
dictive Controller (MPC) and fuzzy logic controller. See [103] and [104] for
a general overview of EMSs for hybrid electric vehicles and [105] for a more
application-focused review that also considers hydraulic hybrids.

4.1.5 Simulation Model

The calculated system and control parameters are fed into the simulation
model, which is used to achieve the specific system characteristics for the
generated design. With backward-facing simulations the vehicle is simulated
performing a pre-defined load cycle to make the simulation results represent-
able for the typical use case. For on-road passenger and commercial vehicles
there are numerous standardised drive cycles, whereas the simulation of off-
road machines needs to rely on representative recorded cycles from real-world
experiments. With the focus on evaluating energy-efficiency, the main result
from such simulation is the consumed fuel or energy.

For wheel loaders, two different load cycles are typically used for bench-
marking fuel efficiency - the short loading cycle and the load-carry cycle. Dur-
ing short loading, the wheel loader approaches and fills the bucket from a gravel
pile and then reverses and approaches a load receiver. The gravel is unloaded
and the wheel loader then reverses back to the start position. In the load-carry
cycle the load receiver is positioned some distance away from the gravel pile,
which requires a longer transportation phase. Figure 4.2 shows the principles
of the two operating cycles. See [72] for more details on the specific phases of
the operating cycles.

4.1.6 Combined Design and Controller Optimisation

Depending on the EMS, one set of hardware design parameters can achieve
considerably different results in simulated fuel consumption for the considered
load cycle. It is also clear that the optimal EMS can differ greatly depending
on which hardware design is chosen. The design of plant and controller is con-
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(a) Short loading. (b) Load-carry.

Figure 4.2 Typical operating cycles of the wheel loader, from [72].

sequently connected and therefore it can be difficult to separate the optimisa-
tions of the design parameters and the control parameters. Different methods
of optimisation have been tested in the literature and a clear classification is
defined in [106], see Fig. 4.3.

In the sequential method, the controller is optimised first and the design is
then optimised with the fixed control law. As understood, this method often
leads to non-optimal designs if there is a tight coupling between plant and con-
troller. In the bi-level method, an outer loop optimises the plant and an inner
loop generates the optimal EMS for each plant design. This method can guar-
antee global optimality, but can be computationally expensive. The iterative
method is basically the sequential method looped until optimal conditions are
satisfied. This method does not guarantee a globally optimal solution, even
if the problems are convex, but can be a computationally cheaper method.
The simultaneous method treats both plant and control parameters as design
parameters and optimises the parameter set in the same time. With a correct
formulation this method can guarantee a global optimum, but may be mathem-
atically and computationally challenging since the method needs to integrate
the dynamic nature of the control optimisation problem with the static nature

Figure 4.3 Different strategies for combined plant and controller optimisa-
tion, adapted from [106].
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of the plant optimisation.
Substantial work has been done in the area of design optimisation of hybrid

drivelines. Silvas et al. [107] give a comprehensive overview of the research
area, focusing on design optimisation of on-road electrified vehicles where most
research within the field has been done. All previous studies can more or
less be categorized into one of the above-defined optimisation strategies. Most
studies use a bi-level strategy to ensure that global optimum is reached by
combining DP for the EMS and a sophisticated outer optimisation algorithm,
see for instance [108, 109, 110]. Methods for simultaneous optimisation have
also been developed, the most common ones using a rule-based strategy where
a few control parameters can easily be integrated with the hardware design
parameters [111, 112, 113]. Murgovski et al. [114] propose a useful method
where the objective function is formulated as a convex problem and solved
using convex optimisation. This method can guarantee global optimum, but
is limited to problems where convex approximations of the component models
are acceptable. When working with non-linear models and control decisions,
as for instance engine on/off control, the method needs to be combined with
other approaches, as in [115].

Some previous work has been done with a focus on hydraulic hybrid on-
road vehicles and a few studies will be mentioned relating to this context.
Filipi et al. [116] propose an iterative optimisation method combining a rule-
based EMS and DP in sequential steps. Karbaschian [105] concludes that the
bi-level method combining GA and DP is suitable for design optimisation of
hydraulic hybrid vehicles. The high computational effort is noted in this work
but no method is proposed to solve this. In [117] and [118] a bi-level method
for the design of a power-split hydraulic hybrid transmission for passenger cars
is tested. By using an ECMS-like EMS, the computational effort is greatly
reduced. Li [119] proposes a design optimisation framework using a very simple
rule-based EMS with similar performance to the results achieved with DP.

Another approach is adopted in [120] where a hydraulic hybrid driveline is
optimised using forward-facing simulation models. Here the reference tracking
of the drive cycle is treated as a design constraint and the driver model para-
meters are part of the design parameters. A similar approach is also found
in [121]. In fact, Assadian et al. [122] state that powertrain component size
optimisation could be possible with forward-facing simulations when integrat-
ing the driver model control parameters into the optimisation. The premise,
however, is that both the driver and the load side are easily modelled and that
the increased computational effort can be handled.
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4.2 Use Case:
Multiple-mode Power-split Transmission

This section presents a design optimisation process for a multiple-mode power-
split transmission implemented for a medium-sized wheel loader.

4.2.1 Concept

The transmission concept is shown in Fig. 4.4 and includes one hydrostatic
mode and a number of subsequent input-coupled power-split modes. It is an
adapted concept from the original patent by Jarchow [5] and is also treated in
paper [I, II, III].

Figure 4.4 The Jarchow concept with an arbitrary number of modes, m. In
the figure, m is an odd number.

The principle allows for an arbitrary number of modes only by adding additional
gear pairs on Shaft I and Shaft II for even and odd modes, respectively. The
mode shifts are carried out with synchronised shafts to avoid loss of tractive
force. Figure 4.5 shows the activated gears during different mode operations.
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(a) Hydrostatic mode. (b) First power-split mode.

(c) Second power-split mode.

Figure 4.5 The first three modes of the Jarchow concept. The active planet-
ary gear in Fig. 4.5b is also used for modes 4, 6, 8, etc and the active planetary
gear in Fig. 4.5c for modes 5, 7, 9, etc.

4.2.2 Optimisation

A 20-tonne wheel loader is simulated with two pre-recorded operating cycles,
one short loading cycle and one load-carry cycle. The objective function is
then calculated as a weighted sum of the consumed energy of the two cycles.
The weights are chosen to represent the typical operating behaviour of the
considered machine. The transmission simulations are performed by using
backward-facing simulation without system states. The engine is assumed to
have a constant speed and the driveline operation is thus implicitly calculated
from the drive cycle. The explicit design relations are derived in paper [I] and
allow for three degrees-of-freedom which correspond to the design parameters:

Xdp = [x1 x2 m] (4.1)
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where m is the number of modes and x1 and x2 are fractions describing how
the mode shifts are positioned in the machine speed range, see Eq. (4.2):

x1 = vshift,k+1

vshift,k
for k = 1, 3, 5,... (4.2a)

x2 = vshift,k+1

vshift,k
for k = 2, 4, 6,... (4.2b)

where vshift,k is the mode shift speed for the k:th mode. The optimisation
problem for is formulated according to:

min
Xdp

F (Xdp) = λ1f1 + λ2f2

subject to vshift,k+1 − vshift,k ≥ 2km/h for k = 1, 2, ...,m− 1
vshift,1 ≥ 5km/h
1.2 ≤ x1 ≤ 4.2
1.2 ≤ x2 ≤ 4.2
m ≤ 5

(4.3)

The first objective, f1, is the equivalent energy consumption and the second
objective, f2, is the estimated cost of the gearbox modelled as the sum of all
component costs. See paper [II] for more details of the cost models. The weight
factors λ1 and λ2 are varied between 0 and 1 to change the importance of the
two objectives to form a Pareto optimal front. The constraints relate to the
positioning of the mode shift speeds which are prevented at low machine speeds
and too closely together.

4.2.3 Results

Figure 4.6 shows results for the optimisation algorithm with normalised axes,
where each marker represents on transmission design. Designs with fewer
modes and consequently fewer components are less costly, even though lar-
ger displacement machines are needed. A higher number of modes increases
the energy efficiency and decreases the required hydraulic displacement. For
m > 4, the additional required components cause the algorithm to reject those
designs due to increased costs and friction losses. Figure 4.7 shows the best
designs for m = 2, 3 and 4 when simulated under maximum load conditions
in the positive speed range. The figure also shows how frequent the different
machine speeds occur in the weighted operating cycles.
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Figure 4.6 Pareto optimal front for the design optimisation, where m is the
number of modes.
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haviour.

Figure 4.7 The optimised designs for m = 2, 3 and 4.

The peaks in the efficiency curves are the full mechanical points where all power
is transferred mechanically and the relative displacement of Unit 1 is at zero.
The optimisation algorithm minimises the energy consumption by positioning
the full mechanical points at the most frequent operating points, i.e. the peaks
of the speed distribution. Some peaks in the distribution can be identified,
e.g. the bucket fill operation at 0 to 5 km/h and the transportation phase at
around 20-25 km/h. For m > 2, the first mode shift is positioned at exactly
5 km/h to minimise the size of the hydraulic machines set by the tractive
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force requirements in the first mode. The total installed displacement for the
optimised designs of m = 3 and 4 is consequently the same.

4.2.4 Discussion

The results shows that the energy efficiency of the transmission concept is
strongly coupled to the design. Figure 4.6 shows that even slightly failed op-
timisations result in designs with substantially higher energy consumption. A
manual design process may result in even worse energy consumption, since the
design space of the transmission is very large, see paper [I]. As shown in Fig.
4.7b, the combined drive cycles have a large effect on the optimal designs. If
different cycles are used, the chosen designs will also change.

The positioning of mode shifts is proficiently handled by the optimisation
routine. For the considered transmission concept, the optimal three-mode
design is able to match the main distribution peaks of the drive cycles. This
makes the four-mode transmission only slightly more efficient and thus more
often rejected by the optimisations. Designs with a higher number of modes
are completely rejected due to the increased cost and power losses of the ad-
ditional mechanical components. The required size of the hydraulic variator is
the same for m ≥ 3, which makes transmissions with a higher number of modes
less attractive since energy consumption is only slightly improved with every
additional mode.

4.3 Use Case:
Parallel Hydraulic Hybrid Wheel Loader

This section presents a design optimisation process for a parallel hybrid wheel
loader driveline. The work is based on paper [VII], where more details can be
found. As mentioned above, the control of the secondary energy storage needs
to be considered in the design optimisation of hybrid machines. This design
problem, however, has some important differences with respect to electrified
on-road vehicles. Hydraulic hybridisation implies a smaller energy storage,
whereas the relative power capacity is significantly higher. The wheel loader
driveline is also based on a torque converter with drastically varying efficiency
depending on operating point. Furthermore, since the significant cycles are
short and well-defined, it is easier to mimic a derived optimal control strategy
with simple control rules. The premise is therefore that the EMS should be
based on maximising the torque converter efficiency and that an on/off-like
strategy is adequate.
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4.3.1 Concept

The considered reference machine is a 13.5-tonne wheel loader with 130 kW
installed engine power. The driveline is based on a four-speed mechanical
transmission with torque converter and fixed connection to the front and rear
axles. The work functions are based on load-sensing hydraulics with a single
open-circuit pump. This wheel loader size is frequently used as a production
machine and is suitable for hybridisation since the torque converter today ac-
counts for relatively high power losses in the driveline. Figure 4.8 shows the
main principle of the considered concept.

Figure 4.8 The considered wheel loader concept with the add-on hybrid sys-
tem enclosed in dashed lines.

The transmission’s output shaft is here equipped with an add-on hydraulic
energy storage system. By controlling the PM displacement a braking torque
can be generated and flow is pumped into the hydraulic accumulator where
energy is stored. The stored energy can thereafter be reused to add traction
force to the wheels. Between the PM and the accumulator is an on/off valve,
V1, used to isolate the stored hydraulic energy in the accumulator when the
hybrid system is not active to avoid unnecessary leakage. A second on/off
valve, V2, is used to short-circuit the PM to minimise drag losses when the
PM is not used. A similar hybrid concept can be found in for instance [123].

4.3.2 Optimisation

Four different optimisation strategies are here tested for the considered design
problem. The wheel loader’s motion system is simulated using backward-
facing simulations with one input signal controlling the displacement of the
pump/motor, and one state which represents the SOC corresponding to the
pressure level in the accumulator. The considered load cycle is a merge of
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three subsequent short loading cycles followed by one load-carry cycle. This
load cycle is used to represent a weighted average operating behaviour of the
wheel loader that contains both cycles. The design parameters of the con-
sidered system are the PM displacement, DPM (in cm3/rev), the PM gear
ratio, iPM , and the accumulator’s pre-charge pressure, p0 (in bar). The accu-
mulator size is considered to be constant for the optimisation problem. The
design optimisation problem is formulated according to the following:

min
Xdp

F (Xdp)

subject to 0 ≤ DPM ≤ 500
0.3 ≤ iPM ≤ 1.76
10 ≤ p0 ≤ 300

(4.4)

where F is the simulated fuel consumption. Figure 4.9 shows the tested op-
timisation strategies combining Complex-RF for the design optimisation with
different EMSs.

Figure 4.9 The tested optimisation strategies combining Complex-RF with
dynamic programming (DP) and rule-based strategies (RB-C and RB-D).

Strategy A

The bi-level strategy uses Complex-RF to optimise the design in an outer loop
and DP for every new design in an inner loop. This strategy ensures a global
optimum and can therefore be used as a reference to compare with the other
strategies.

Strategy B

In the iterative strategy, an EMS is first derived using DP for the initial design.
This controller is then used in the design optimisation algorithm without
changes for the different designs. The resulting optimal design is then used
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to derive a new EMS that is used in the second loop of the design optimisa-
tion and so on. The iterative loop is continued until a convergence criterion is
satisfied.

Strategy C

In the sequential strategy, a rule-based EMS, RB-C, is used to decrease the
computational effort compared to a DP-based EMS. The following simple rules
are defined:
- Charge only with braking energy.
- Discharge when first gear is engaged.
Rules are also added to stop discharging when the pressure approaches the
pre-charge pressure and to avoid charging when approaching the maximum
accumulator pressure.

Strategy D

In the simultaneous strategy, another rule-based EMS, RB-D, is applied in a
simultaneous plant and controller optimisation. The rules can be summarised
as follows:
- Charge if the required prop shaft power is under a certain limit.
- Discharge if the required prop shaft torque is over a certain limit.
The idea is to charge the energy storage with a high torque converter efficiency
and discharge the energy storage when the torque converter efficiency would
otherwise have been low. Setting these limits, however, is not an obvious task
and they are therefore included as design parameters in the design optimisation
algorithm.

4.3.3 Results

Each strategy was run 10 times to take into account the randomness of the
design optimisation algorithm. Table 4.1 presents the average results obtained
from each strategy. The three rightmost columns are the normalised average
distance from the optimal solution. As expected, the bi-level strategy (A)
achieves the lowest fuel consumption and the least spread, whereas the sequen-
tial strategy (C) is the quickest. Strategy A also converges in the least number
of iterations even though one iteration is more time-consuming due to the high
number of function calls involved in the DP algorithm. The iterative strategy
(B) needs only 5 outer iterations to converge, even though each of these it-
erations required an average of 130 cycle simulations, which accounts for the
high total optimisation time. Here, the ability to converge is also shown where
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Table 4.1 Average results from the optimisation methods

Strat. Iterations Time Obj. fcn. ∆DPM [%] ∆iPM [%] ∆p0[%]
A 100 48 min 0.6832 0.64 0.27 0.88
B 1927 260 min 0.6851 4.30 4.83 23.68
C 116 17 min 0.6861 0.58 1.04 61.80
D 467 65 min 0.6915 0.15 18.90 53.14

strategies B and D resulted in a higher spread. In particular, the optimisation
time of strategy B varied greatly within the 10 runs. Figure 4.10 shows the
achieved pump/motor displacement and gear ratio for the different strategies.
Most strategies find the maximum allowed value of the gear ratio, whereas the
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Figure 4.10 Comparison between optimised design parameters.

pump/motor displacement mostly varies between around 55-100 cc/rev. The
true optimum found by strategy A lies close to most of the solutions found by
strategies B and C, whereas strategy D has a wide spread of solutions. The
achieved pre-charge pressure also varies between the strategies but it is not
considered a crucial design choice and can be changed late in a product design
process.

Figure 4.11 shows a simulation with the optimal design to compare the
DP EMS and the optimised rule-based EMSs for strategies C and D. There is
a significant difference between the rule-based EMS from strategy C (RB-C),
which does not discharge during normal accelerations. The rule-based EMS
from strategy D (RB-D), however, is close to the optimal EMS.
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Figure 4.11 Comparison between the EMS obtained with DP and the rule-
based strategies.

4.3.4 Discussion

There is a tight coupling between plant and controller optimisation for this case
study, but the results show that if the system properties are well known, it is
possible to formulate a simple rule-based EMS that can be sufficient to find
the optimal hardware design with significantly reduced computational effort.
Furthermore, it is also shown that the optimal control law for a short loading
cycle is relatively easy to match, both in terms of SOC trajectory and result-
ing fuel consumption. For a simple design problem, the bi-level optimisation
strategy is still recommended since the execution time of the dynamic pro-
gramming algorithm is acceptable for a combined optimisation. When facing
a more complex problem, DP can be used as a tool to understand the system
at hand and find a suitable fixed or adjustable rule-based strategy to apply in
the optimisation algorithm.
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5
Dynamic Simulation

and Testing

This chapter introduces simulation and testing of HMTs using the Hopsan
simulation package developed at Linköping University, see paper [XII]. The
solver is based on Transmission Line Modelling, which allows the differential
equations in each component to be solved independently instead of using a
centralised solver as in most commercial simulation software. This technique
has clear benefits in real-time simulations, in particular from multi-core pro-
cessing [124]. Besides fast execution of the offline simulation model it is also
an advantage for HWIL simulations, where a high modelling detail level can
be used without sacrificing real-time performance. In fact, fixed-step integra-
tion, multi-threading and real-time performance are identified as key enablers
of HWIL simulations in [81].

Model reduction is a well-known activity with the purpose of getting real-
time performance of detailed offline simulation models. It is a balancing act
where the complexity needs to be reduced without compromising on the key
dynamic properties of the system, see for instance [125]. Reliable models with
real-time performance are consequently needed to improve the efficiency and
reliability of the conceptual design process.

To demonstrate this, a use case is here presented for a 9-tonne mobile
working machine equipped with a two-mode HMT. The concept is simulated
in the Hopsan environment using both offline and HWIL simulations. More
details can be found in paper [IV], where the developed component models are
presented. For additional information, the reader is referred to the work done
in [93], where detailed descriptions of the model validation and controllers can
be found. Figure 5.1 shows the considered concept.
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Figure 5.1 Layout of the two-mode transmission concept.

The first mode (H) is purely hydrostatic used for both forward and reverse
motion by controlling Unit 1 over centre. The second mode (F1/R1) is input-
coupled power-split and is activated at synchronised shaft speeds.

5.1 Offline Simulation

As mentioned previously, there exist several capable commercial solutions for
one-dimensional dynamic simulation of HMTs. The main reasons for attempt-
ing a new simulation framework in Hopsan is the potential to re-use the models
for HWIL. Figure 5.2 shows the Hopsan simulation model of the complete
vehicle driveline.

Figure 5.2 Hopsan simulation model.

The input signals to the model are engine reference speed, reference displace-
ment settings of the hydraulic machines and clutch control signals. The hy-
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draulic variator is modelled with standard components and includes a boost cir-
cuit with a fixed pressure source and a flushing circuit. All component models
are based on previous research in the field and have a similar detail level.
Each resistive component (e.g. spur gear, valve, pump/motor) is separated
with a capacitive component (e.g. hydraulic volume, shaft inertia) according
to the principle of transmission line modelling. To control the transmission,
the Hopsan model is compiled and exported to MATLAB Simulink, where all
control algorithms are developed.

5.2 Hardware-in-the-Loop Simulation

A schematic of the HWIL transmission test bed is shown in Fig. 5.3. This test
rig was first presented in [89] and it has since then been reused in a number of
publications and theses for various HMT concepts.

Figure 5.3 Hardware-in-the-Loop transmission test bed for hydromechanical
transmission concepts.

The main purpose is to be able to test the hydraulic variator (test object) of an
HMT while simulating the surrounding gear configuration. Both shafts of the
hydraulic variator operate in four quadrants with an ability to drive and brake
in both directions. By replacing the model of the mechanical configurations,
different concepts can be simulated without the need for hardware changes.
Complex power-flows of power-split transmissions can be handled due to the
full flexibility of controlling the input/output shafts of the test object. The high
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bandwidths of the servo-valves are required to match the stiff load dynamics
and fast changes in inertia. The test bed is today also equipped with hydraulic
accumulators to enable simulation of hybrid transmissions.

For the considered concept, the test bed is used with one dedicated drive
side (left) and one load side (right). The drive side is used purely to simulate
the engine of the machine since the variator is directly coupled to the engine
shaft. The right side (the load side) is similarly used to simulate the load
of the variator including the mechanical gear configuration, vehicle dynamics
and gravel pile. The drive side is equipped with a servo-valve-controlled fixed
displacement pump connected to a flywheel inertia. It is speed-controlled in
closed loop to represent the static and dynamic behaviour of the diesel engine.
The load side has the same configuration and is used to generate a load torque
on the output of the variator. The flywheel inertia represents the inertia of the
load side and the vehicle mass. As the experienced inertia changes depending
on the current mode, the generated torque must compensate for this. The
torque control of the load side is challenging since there is a strong coupling
between shaft speed and torque due to the servo valve’s characteristics. In
effect, one valve opening results in different load torques depending on the
shaft speed. See [90] for more details on the main control challenges of the test
rig.

The control and measurement system is based on National Instruments’
LabView and includes a quad-core real-time PXI computer that handles the
signal processing and interface with the Graphical User Interface (GUI). The
Hopsan simulation models and MATLAB Simulink control models are executed
in parallel in the real-time computer. Detailed descriptions of the software
implementation is can be found in [126].

5.3 Results and Discussion

Figure 5.4 shows the tracked vehicle speed reference and the corresponding
system pressures of the hydraulic variator. The graphs follow the same pattern
even though the highly transient behaviour in the hardware is not completely
covered in the models. At around 7 km/h, the mode shift from H to F1
occurs, causing a minor disturbance in vehicle speed and a shift in high and low
pressure sides. This relates to the parallel actuation of clutches and adjustment
of hydraulic machine displacement during the synchronisation of shaft speeds.
This causes a temporary loss of tractive force and a small drop in vehicle speed.
There is a clear difference between offline simulations and HWIL which is due to
difficulties in modelling the highly transient behaviour when the high and low
pressure sides switch. The mode shifting is a critical dynamic situation for the
controller development and requires precise simulation models to accomplish
well. The HWIL simulation is yet another step to validate the performance
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Figure 5.4 Speed reference tracking (left) and variator pressure (right).

of such control algorithms. Depending on the involved mode configurations,
the mode shifting process differs widely, in particular for hybrid transmissions
where the system pressure is no longer automatically adjusted to the load. This
is studied in detail in paper [V], where Hopsan is used to simulate mode shifts
for a complex hybrid driveline to evaluate control concepts for the variator.
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6
A Novel Hybrid

Hydromechanical
Transmission

Concept

This chapter presents a new concept of a hybrid hydromechanical motion sys-
tem suitable for mobile working machines with dedicated work functions, here
demonstrated for a wheel loader application. This concept was introduced in
papers [VI] and [X], where more details of the design and simulation can be
found.

Previous studies of series hydraulic hybrids for construction machinery, e.g.
[47, 127, 128], have demonstrated that Common Pressure Rail (CPR)-based
motion systems with secondary controlled functions have great potential in
terms of energy savings. Such systems allow for complete engine/load decoup-
ling and advantageous operating points for the engine due to the high flexibility
of the energy management. Losses inherited from parallel operation of func-
tions can also be greatly reduced. Additionally, the CPR functionality enables
easy power transfer between the functions with minimal power transformation
between physical domains since all actuators are hydraulically driven. This
is particularly useful for machines with parallel actuated functions with four-
quadrant load spectra, such as wheel loaders and excavators.
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6.1 Concept

The concept consists of a CPR and secondary controlled work functions com-
bined with a secondary controlled power-split driveline, see Fig. 6.1.

Figure 6.1 Proposed hybrid motion system concept for a medium sized wheel
loader.

The driveline consists of a partially continuously variable transmission with
two power-split modes (R1 and F1) and two ‘direct drives’ (F2 and F3) used
for transportation similar to the lock-up function of today’s wheel loader
transmissions. The supply system, consisting of the engine and the primary
pump/motor, PM1, supplies the driveline and work functions with mechanical
and hydraulic power by controlling the CPR pressure. PM1 is also part of
the hydraulic variator in the power-split transmission together with the sec-
ondary pump/motor, PM2. Two pressure levels are used in the CPR, each
connected to a hydraulic accumulator, where the high-pressure accumulator is
the main device for storing energy. Besides increased capabilities to transfer
energy between the machine functions, this concept requires one pump/motor
less than hydraulic hybrid wheel loaders with separated subsystems.
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6.1.1 Work Functions

The work functions in the hybrid concept are all actuated by Variable Dis-
placement Linear Actuators (VDLAs). This technology was first introduced
by Linjama et al. [129] and is based on a cylinder with four chambers instead
of two. The output force depends on which pressures are applied to which cyl-
inder area. When all four cylinder areas differ in size and the CPR contains two
pressure levels, the steady-state force combinations add up to 24 = 16 steps.
The CPR pressure differential acting on the cylinder translates to a stepwise
variable cylinder output force. Directly mounted on the 4-chamber cylinder
is a valve manifold containing the necessary connections between its chambers
and the CPR, as illustrated in Fig. 6.2.

HP-line

LP-line

D

B

C

A

Mode

Force

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Throttle loss during retraction 

Throttle loss during extention

Figure 6.2 Steady-state force outputs for the 4-chamber cylinder connected
to the CPR through a valve manifold [130].

The possibility to throttle between the steady-state force steps allows for a more
fine-grained force control. The drawback of this control approach is naturally
the additional throttle losses that arise between the steps. Control loss is
nonetheless expected to be relatively small, especially since accurate speed
control is normally needed only at low speeds, where the flows are low.

6.1.2 Driveline

The driveline configuration corresponds to a complex hybrid during the first
mode, F1, and a parallel hybrid during the transportation modes, F2 and F3.
In the power-split mode, the power flows are challenging to define since part
of the energy can leave the variator and be consumed by the work functions or
absorbed in the energy storage. Figure 6.3 shows the principal power flows of
the system when considering a constant energy level in the energy storage and
positive output power of both driveline and work functions.
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(a) Negative circulating power. (b) Negative circulating power.

(c) Full mechanical power. (d) Additive power.

Figure 6.3 Power flows of the system when SOC is kept constant and power
output is positive for both driveline and work functions.

During negative circulating power, some or all of the recirculating power is
used in the work functions, as shown in Figs. 6.3a and 6.3b. In both cases,
PM1 transmits less power than is consumed by the work functions since PM2
supplies some or all of that power. This has a positive effect on system efficiency
compared to a system with separated subsystems. Furthermore, the sizing
requirements concerning PM1 may be greatly reduced since the work functions
are partially supplied by PM2.

At the ‘full mechanical point’, shown in Fig. 6.3c, PM2 is at standstill and
all power is transferred mechanically. For higher machine speeds the transmis-
sion enters the ‘positive circulating’ phase, where PM2 operates as a motor
transmitting power from the CPR to the planetary gear as shown in Fig. 6.3d.
In this phase, PM1 supplies both work functions and driveline with hydraulic
power.

During transportation, F2 and F3 are activated and the power is then trans-
mitted fully mechanically in the same manner as at the full mechanical point
in the power-split modes (Fig. 6.3c). During the transportation modes PM2 is
completely disconnected.
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6.2 Simulation

A simulation of the concept is performed using backward-facing simulation
with the focus on the driveline’s operation. The system is simulated using two
states, representing the engine speed, x1, and the CPR pressure, x2, and two
control signals representing the engine torque, u1, and PM1’s displacement,
u2. The displacement of PM2 is implicitly derived from the load cycle in a
secondary controlled manner taking the CPR pressure into account. The area
settings of the VDLAs are also directly related to the specified speed and force
of the load cycle.

The preliminary sizing of components is dependent on the CPR pressure,
which is actively controlled by the EMS. The design and control problem is
consequently tightly coupled. To understand the potential and gain knowledge
about how to control the system, DP is used to simulate a fixed concept design.
The component sizing is done with a downsized engine corresponding to around
70% of a baseline machine. The control optimisation problem is mathematically
formulated according to Eq. 6.1:

min
u(t)

∫
ṁfuel(u(t))dt

subject to ẋ = F (x(t), u(t), t)
0 ≤ x1(t) ≤ 1
0 ≤ x2(t) ≤ 1
0 ≤ u1(t) ≤ 1
−1 ≤ u2(t) ≤ 1
x1(0) = 0.5
x2(0) = 0.5
x2(tf ) ≥ 0.5

(6.1)

where ṁfuel is the fuel rate, x is the system state vector, u is the control
signal vector, t is the time and tf is the final time. The function F (x(t), u(t), t)
describes the backward-facing simulation model. Figure 6.4 shows the main
powers of the motion system and the relative displacements of PM1 and PM2
for the simulated short loading cycle.
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Figure 6.4 Simulation results of the DP algorithm for the short loading cycle.

The cycle is here divided into six phases describing the main tasks of the
wheel loader. In phases 1, 3 and 4, the driveline mainly operates in an additive
power flow (see Fig. 6.3d), where PM2 supplies part of the tractive power.
In phase 2, the bucket filling operation, the driveline operates with negative
circulating power, where PM2 transfers power from the driveline back to the
CPR. Some of the recirculating power is used to supply the work functions (Fig.
6.3a) and PM1 consequently operates with negative displacements. In phase 3,
braking power is used directly to power the boom function without loading the
energy storage. In phase 6, the machine is decelerated and the boom is lowered
at the same time. In this phase, both subsystems supply a high amount of
returning energy that is not currently wanted by other functions and therefore
needs to be stored in the accumulator.

Figure 6.5 shows the accumulator pressure corresponding to the SOC of
the energy storage. The required driveline pressure is also shown where PM2
is unable to produce the specified tractive force of the operating cycle. The
required pressure for the work functions was not a limiting factor for the EMS
in this simulation.
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Figure 6.5 The optimal control of the CPR pressure for the short loading
cycle. The shaded areas show the infeasible regions.

6.3 Discussion

The driveline configuration in the hybrid concept has the advantages of power-
split technology in terms of high efficiency and a wide torque/speed conversion
range compared to pure series hybrid architectures. Additionally, the circulat-
ing power is here shown to be an advantage for the complete motion system
since the work functions are powered directly from PM2. This increases the
efficiency of the driveline and may allow for downsizing of the total installed hy-
draulic displacement compared to a concept with separated subsystems. This
situation is expected to occur frequently for a wheel loader since the work
functions are commonly used during low-speed operation. Additional power-
split modes might increase transmission efficiency further. However, the rather
simple gear configuration in the proposed concept is sufficient for a medium-size
wheel loader.

The direct connection through the CPR of all machine actuators enables
easy energy recuperation between the functions. A typical short loading cycle
includes several phases where energy is returned from one function while an-
other outputs power. The EMS optimisation gives an ideally controlled system
pressure level with respect to the simulated operating cycle. In general, the
pressure is controlled to be kept as low as possible to increase the efficiency
of the components, i.e. to work with as high displacements as possible. The
transient behaviour of the wheel loader, however, causes sudden increases in
the required pressure level that have to be handled by the EMS. Due to the
high capacitance of the hydraulic circuit, the pressure has to be built up well in
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advance of the peaks. In reality, this would be difficult to accomplish without
a predictive control algorithm to avoid compromising the machine’s perform-
ance. One possible way of implementation is to size the components to allow
for a pressure window in which the motion system meets the maximum per-
formance requirements. This pressure range can then be used by the EMS in
a free manner to optimise fuel efficiency.

The input-coupled power-split configuration is shown to be of particular
advantage when it comes to circulating power at low speeds. A different drive-
line concept, such as output-coupled power-split, might be useful to adapt the
performance to another machine size. As understood, the design of a com-
plex hydraulic hybrid system with shared energy storage is a challenge due to
the strong coupling between hardware and controller design. A manually de-
signed EMS must take into account the fact that the SOC directly affects the
transferable power of the motion system.

In summary, the proposed hybrid concept is one step towards an efficient
hybrid motion system for mobile working machines with several power con-
sumers. The control system is an important part of the complete mechatronic
system and must be dealt with already in the preliminary sizing phase. The
concept is a demonstration of a new, innovative concept that requires a modern
conceptual design technique to handle the design’s complexity efficiently.
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Discussion

An efficient driveline design process relies on finding a suitable modelling detail
level for each phase. As the model grows more detailed, the modularity becomes
more difficult to maintain and the design task becomes more time-consuming.
For the preliminary sizing, traditional calculation of static performance curves
to size and compare concepts might be too simple for future drivelines, whereas
a multi-domain 3D machine model is too complex to handle. The target should
be to use as simple models as possible without getting misleading outputs. This
is a key aspect in the use of set-based engineering and numerical optimisation
methods.

Backward-facing simulation of a pre-recorded cycle significantly reduces the
model’s complexity, since the difficulties in operator and load modelling are
avoided. In later design phases, however, these simplifications may give false
answers since pre-recorded cycles will always have inherited properties from the
test machine. Depending on the considered new solution the load cycle may
be more or less representable in the design task.

For complex hydromechanical transmissions a representable preliminary siz-
ing is not easily found and numeric optimisation may therefore be an indispens-
able tool if multiple concepts are to be considered. The balance between model
fidelity and flexibility must be dealt with by understanding the considered sys-
tem before making modelling assumptions. Chwif et al [131] note that some
of the main reasons why too complex models are used are lack of understand-
ing the real system and unclear objectives with the model. Paper [II] gives
some guidance as to which detail level is required during the preliminary sizing
phase.

Optimal control of electric and hybrid vehicles is a large research area,
covering a wide range of applications and cycles. In academia various ‘close-to-
optimal’ strategies are derived by using different methods to formulate the
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control laws. In the end, much is gained by knowing the application and
understanding the system at hand. For hydraulic hybrid drivelines, the different
properties of the energy storage have a substantial impact on the controller
design. A globally optimal control strategy can be difficult to realise in an
online machine controller, as seen in paper [VI]. For design optimisation, a
target should be to derive a representative control strategy rather than an
optimised one to avoid a misleading ‘optimal’ design. In general when working
with optimisation methods, the algorithm is often able to find the weak spot
of the model and manages to take advantage of this. The end result is a
non-physical behaviour forcing a model refinement such as introducing more
states and model limitations. The iterative search for a well-defined model
and a representable design is likely present within and across all phases in the
conceptual design process.

This thesis has treated hydromechanical transmissions with different levels
of complexity with respect to today’s wheel loader motion systems. Even
though the full hybrid system presented in paper [VI] has high potential, it
requires a complete overhaul of the machine’s hardware and software. The
parallel hybrid system treated in paper [VII] might be a low-cost option with
less fuel savings but with a relatively small implementation effort. In any case,
the investment costs must give both customer and manufacturer an acceptable
payback time. A middle way would be multiple-mode power-split transmis-
sions, such as the concept treated in papers [I, II, III], which seem to have
made a breakthrough into the market. Nevertheless, a successful market intro-
duction relies on an efficient design process to select the best concept.
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Conclusions

This thesis has as its high-level objective to improve the efficiency of the con-
ceptual design process of complex hydromechanical transmissions. Referring to
the more specific research questions stated in chapter 1, the following specific
conclusions can be drawn:
RQ1: How can optimisation be used in the design of complex hydromechanical

transmission concepts in early product development phases?
The design task should be viewed as an optimisation problem where an object-
ive function is formulated to reflect the requirements and performance of the
concept. The objective of maximising fuel efficiency is preferably evaluated by
using backward-facing simulations with known loss models and constraints of
the critical transmission components. The focus should lie on the definition
of a correct modelling detail level which can be used for a fair comparison of
concepts. Furthermore, the simulated load cycles must be well-defined since
they have a great influence on the resulting designs. An effort should also be
made to reduce the number of design parameters for complex architectures in-
volving several modes. A reliable concept comparison can then be made with
little engineering effort and a set-based approach.
RQ2: How can the energy management strategy be treated in the design

optimisation of hydraulic hybrid working machines?
By using dynamic programming a nested design and control optimisation loop
can be used for simpler concepts where the number of states, control signals
and design parameters are kept low. When facing a more complex problem,
dynamic programming can be used as a tool to understand the system at
hand and to find control laws to apply in the optimisation algorithm. The
energy management of hydraulic hybrid working machines has key differences
compared to on-road electrified vehicles, which need to be considered.
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RQ3: How can critical dynamic properties of hydromechanical transmissions
be efficiently tested and assessed before a concept selection?

Forward-facing dynamic simulation is a flexible way of assessing important
control aspects and critical dynamic properties of the concept. In particular
the mode shifting process of multiple-mode concepts is important to consider
already before a final concept selection is made. This involves synchronised pre-
cise control of hydraulic machines, clutches and valves to avoid loss of vehicle
traction. By using HWIL, a more realistic test case can be achieved for im-
portant subsystems. When testing only the hydraulic circuit and simulating
the mechanical subsystem, the test case can easily be modified for different
concepts to allow for a set-based engineering design approach. The proposed
framework is one feasible way to reuse the offline models in the HWIL simula-
tion without model reduction in order to increase the efficiency of the product
design process.
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Review of Papers

Paper I

Design Optimisation of Complex Hydromechanical Transmis-
sions

This paper introduces the concept of design optimisation for complex hydro-
mechanical transmissions. The design process is established on a high level and
implemented on the Jarchow concept for a large wheel loader. The functional
space of the transmission is investigated together with how different designs
affect the energy consumption and required installed hydraulic displacement
of the transmission. The proficiency of the methodology is thereby established
and the difficulty of finding the optimal design manually is also shown.

Paper II

Optimisation and Concept Sensitivity of Continuously Variable
Hydromechanical Transmissions

Multi-objective design optimisation is here used on the Jarchow concept to
minimise the energy consumption of the transmission and the total component
costs of the gearbox. The trade-off between energy efficiency and cost in the
design task is described. This type of analysis supports the choice of number
of modes. The design’s robustness is also investigated by letting the power loss
models vary and examining the sensitivity in the results.
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Paper III

Modular Design of Hydromechanical Transmissions for Mobile
Working Machines

This paper uses design optimisation to consider a range of wheel loader applic-
ations. The goal is to design a modular transmission concept with a common
hydraulic variator. In high-power vehicles, additional modes are used to match
the increased requirements concerning the transmission. For this design task,
the choice of number of modes for each application and the size of the common
variator are the global design parameters, whereas the design of each individual
transmission is made in a local optimisation loop.

Paper IV

Simulation Aided Design and Testing of Hydromechanical
Transmissions

This paper shows how dynamic simulations can be used in conceptual design of
complex hydromechanical transmissions. A full-vehicle Hopsan model of a small
construction machine with a two-mode transmission is presented. Controller
algorithms for the transmission are developed and tested in offline simula-
tions and then reused in hardware-in-the-loop simulations. Here the engine,
load and the mechanical part of the transmission are simulated in real-time,
whereas the hydraulic variator is run in the test rig. The benefits and chal-
lenges of hardware-in-the-loop simulations in the design process of complex
hydromechanical transmissions are shown.

Paper V

Mode Shifting in Hybrid Hydromechanical Transmissions

In this paper, the problem of shifting modes in complex hybrid hydromechanical
transmissions is identified. The problem is linked to the hydraulic accumulator
and its influence on the pressure in the hydrostatic circuit. A black box model
approach is used to identify different mode shift categories and how the mode
shift affects the torques on the hydraulic variator for the different categories.
Two different configurations of the hydraulic circuit are presented, one of which
includes a high-speed switching valve. A hybrid transmission concept is then
evaluated in simulations to compare the concepts. The benefits of the high-
speed switching valve and the significance of control aspects of fast displacement
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actuators for the hydraulic units are shown.

Paper VI

A Novel Hydromechanical Hybrid Motion System for Construc-
tion Machines

This paper proposes a new hydromechanical hybrid motion system for wheel
loaders with power-split transmission and a shared common pressure rail
between the driveline and work functions. The main aspects of the system’s
operation and control strategy are discussed and a design use case is made for
a medium-sized wheel loader. The system is then simulated using dynamic
programming to derive the optimal energy management strategy. A particular
benefit of the system is the advantages of reusing the circulating power in the
power-split transmission to the work functions. The motion system, however,
has a tight coupling between its design and control strategy and is a good
example of a complex concept architecture requiring a modern and efficient
design process.

Paper VII

Design Optimisation Strategies for a Hydraulic Hybrid Wheel
Loader

This paper explores design optimisation strategies for hydraulic hybrid drive-
lines for mobile working machines and wheel loaders in particular. The main
issue is how to treat a combined design and control optimisation problem where
four different strategies are tested - both with an optimised energy manage-
ment strategy using deterministic dynamic programming and with rule-based
strategies. The results show that a simple rule-based strategy is enough to
find the optimal design for a parallel hybrid wheel loader, even though energy
management is far from optimal.
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